
LEARN ABOUT the Math

Fiona is following the launch of a space shuttle on the NASA
website. The countdown clock shows the number of hours before
launch with negative integers and the number of hours after launch
with positive integers.

NEL252 Chapter 6

YOU WILL NEED

• a number line
• red and blue counters

6.4
Develop personal addition strategies for integers.

GOAL
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It is now 31 h before launch, or �31. Exactly 12 h ago, the ground
crew started an equipment check. In 12 h, the astronauts will begin
their final preparations. Fiona wonders what the clock will show
12 h from now, and what it showed 12 h before.

What are the countdown integers?

A. Fiona calculated (�31) � (�12). What problem did
she solve?

B. Calculate (�31) � (�12) using counters. Draw pictures and
describe each step.

C. Calculate (�31) � (�12) on a number line. Draw pictures and
describe each step.

D. Fiona calculated (�31) � (�12). What problem did
she solve?

E. Calculate (�31) � (�12) using counters or a number line.
Draw pictures and describe each step.

F. What will the integers be in 12 h, and what were they 12 h ago?

Reflecting
G. In part A, how could you tell that the sum would be greater

than �31?

H. In part D, how could you tell that the sum would be less
than �31?

I. Suppose that you want to add an integer to �31. How can
you tell whether the answer will be positive, negative, or zero?
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-31:00:00
hours to launch

countdown

-31:00:00
hours to launch

countdown
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NEL254 Chapter 6

Example 1 Adding integers on a number line

Calculate (�18) � (�23) � (�31) � (�21) � (�13).

Fiona’s Solution: Adding positives and negatives

I grouped the positive integers and the
negative integers on a number line.

The sum of the positive integers is �52.
The sum of the negative integers is �54.
The sum is �2.

I noticed that (�18) � (�13) � (�31).

�31 and �31 are a zero pair, so �21 and
�23 are left.

I added (�21) � (�23) on a number line.
The sum is �2.

-10 +10 +20 +30 +40 +500

-31

+18 +21 +13

-23

WORK WITH the Math

Nayana’s Solution: Using zero pairs

-10 +10 +20 +30 +40 +500

-31

+18

-23

+13

+21

(+18) + (+21) + (+13) = (+52)

(-23) + (-31) = (-54)

(+52) + (-54) = (-2)
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Example 2 Adding positive and negative integers

Calculate (�35) � (�11) � (�15) � (�20).

Megan’s Solution: Using zero pairs

-35 -30 -25 -20 -15 +5 +10 +150-10 -5

-20 -15 I added �15 and �20 on a number line.
The sum is �35.
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I added the two positive integers.

-35 -30 -25 -20 -15 +5 +10 +150-10 -5

-20 -15

+35

-35 -30 -25 -20 -15 +5 +10 +150-10 -5

-20 -15

+35 +11

Nolan’s Solution: Adding positives, then negatives

+5 +10 +15 +20 +25 +30 +35 +40 +45
+46

+500

+35 +11

-35 -30 -25 -20 -15 +5 +10 +150-10 -5

-20 -15

+5 +10 +15 +20 +25 +30 +35 +40 +45
+11

+500

+46

-35

I added �35 to get 0.

�11 is left. I added �11 to 0.

The sum is �11.

(-15) + (-20) = (-35)

(-35) + (+35) = 0

0 + (+11) = (+11)

I added the two negative integers.

I added �46 and �35.

The sum is �11.

(+46) + (-35) = (+11)
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Checking

1. Calculate. 
a) (�40) � (�55) � (�5) � (�40) � (�10)
b) (�13) � (�8) � (�12) � (�10) � (�9)

Practising

2. Explain why all of these sums are the same.
A. (�5) � (�2) � (�3) � (�5)
B. (�5) � (�5) � (�2) � (�3)
C. (�2) � (�3) � (�5) � (�5)
D. (�5) � (�2) � (�3) � (�5)

3. Troy had a �/� score of �11. The following table shows how
his score changed over seven games. What is his score now?

B

A

NEL256 Chapter 6

4. Look at the expression (�4) � (�3) � (�1) � (�6) � (�2).
a) Add the integers in order.
b) Group and add the positive integers. Then group and add

the negative integers. Add the two sums.
c) Why do you get the same answer in parts (a) and (b)?

5. Calculate.
a) (�12) � (�2) � (�5)
b) (�23) � (�14) � (�7)
c) (�18) � (�5) � (�18)
d) (�10) � (�15) � (�15) � (�20)

6. Replace each ■ with a different two-digit integer to make the
equation true. Write two solutions.
■ � ■ � ■ � ■ � ■ � (�4)

Game start

�/� score

Total

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

�1 �4 �3 �2 �5 0 �1

�11
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7. The depth of a submarine is shown at 10:00. How deep was it
at 15:00?
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Time

Depth (m)

Change in
depth (m)

11:00 12:00 13:00 14:00 15:00

�53 �31 �18 �64 �85

10:00

�300

(�3)(�4)

(�1)(�2)

ADD

(�5)

b) Why is the final sum �5 after you finish the last addition?
c) Why is the final sum �5 if you add in both a clockwise

direction and a counterclockwise direction?
d) Copy the diagram again. Replace the numbers on the

arrows with four different two-digit integers, so that you
still end up with a sum of �5.

9. Describe two ways to add these integers. State which way you
prefer and explain why.
(�22) � (�4) � (�12) � (�10) � (�8) � (�6)

8. a) Copy the diagram shown below. Start with �5 in the top
circle. Fill in the other circles by following the arrows and
adding the indicated integers.

Reading Strategy
What is the useful
information in this
problem?
Why is it useful?
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